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1. Abstract
A new method is introduced which uses higher-order Laplace approximation to evaluate
functional integrals much faster than existing methods. An implementation in MATLAB
is called SLAM-FIT (Sparse Laplace Approximation Method for Functional Integration on
Time) or simply SLAM. In this paper SLAM is applied to estimate parameters of mixed
models that require functional integration. It is compared with two more general packages
which can be used to do functional integration. One is Stan, a recent and very general
package for integrating and estimating using hybrid Monte Carlo. The other is INLA, a
recent R package which uses Laplace approximations for Gaussian Markov random fields.
In both cases it is able to get near-identical or equivalent results in less time for moderately
sized data sets. The fundamental speed advantage of the algorithm may be greater than
it appears, because SLAM is running in pure MATLAB while the other two packages use
optimized compiled code.
Keywords: compartment models, predator-prey, SIR model, path integral, functional
integral, Laplace approximation, saddlepoint method.
2. Introduction
This paper has two purposes: to introduce a new, much faster computational method
for functional integration, and to show its usefulness in estimating parameters of differen-
tial equation models. For a time-dependent random process, a functional integral can be
thought of as the integral over all possible values at all times over the relevant time inter-
val [Dirac, 1933, Feynman and Hibbs, 2010, Schulman, 2005, Kleinert, 2009]. Technically
they are integrals over a function space such as a space of Brownian motion paths. They
have been used for at least eighty years in many branches of science and applied mathemat-
ics including quantum and statistical mechanics, polymer science, probability, and finance.
Typically they are used to compute the chance of a system evolving from one state to a
different one: any in-between path is possible, but the probability is given by the integral
over the possible paths. This makes them a natural tool to use for analyzing systems
which are imperfectly modeled by ordinary differential equations. In life science there are
predator-prey models [Edelstein-Keshet, 1988], infectious disease models [Kermack and
McKendrick, 1927, Anderson and May, 1991], pharmacokinetics models [Gelman et al.,
1996], and many others. Most of macroeconomics depends on differential equation-based
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models such as the Solow growth model or the ISLM model [Romer, 2011]. These models
can be made more realistic by considering noise or stochastic behavior.
A major goal of differential equations models is to estimate system parameters, such
as how infectious a virus is, or reaction rates for chemicals and enzymes. Traditional ap-
proaches involve simplified models on transformed variables [Lineweaver and Burk, 1934] or
optimizing some measure of data fit over exact solutions to the ODEs [Anderson and May,
1991]. Recent methods use a generalized smoothing approach. For a finite-dimensional
basis, such as splines, it is possible to approximately fit both the differential equations and
the data [Ramsay J. et al., 2007, Campbell and Steele, 2012]. As with smoothing, the trade-
off between data fit and ODE fit can be chosen by cross-validation or by a mixed-model
approach.
In this paper, we use a very different approach: we discretize time, and model the
underlying true values as a first-order Markov process. Then we assume that the data were
generated with a distribution depending on the true value. Not all of the time points have
data; in fact, it may be important to add in-between time points, just as they would be
needed for a finite difference method. Then we define a marginalized pseudolikelihood of
the system parameters as an integral over the possible values which the variables might
have taken at the time points. This approximates a functional integral over a continuous
random process.
There are both analytic and computational methods for evaluating functional integrals.
Analytic methods require a tractable integrand or a good approximation to one. Very
clever schemes have been painstakingly developed to transform functional integrals and
make them tractable [Kleinert, 2009, Schulman, 2005]. Far more problems have so far
required time-consuming Monte Carlo methods.
Laplace and saddlepoint approximations have also been used to approximate analytic
functional integrals when possible. But this appears to be the first time that the approxi-
mations have been used for numerical evaluation. One reason for this may be that some of
the higher-order terms, involving third- and fourth-order tensors, are difficult to evaluate
efficiently.
This paper introduces a way to compute the higher-order terms quickly for numerical
functional integrals. This requires computing a critical path (a unique most likely realiza-
tion) and expanding the log-likelihood around it. The log-likelihood is a sum of interactions
between neighboring time points. Consequently the relevant Hessian and the tensors of
third- and fourth-order derivatives are sparse with a simple block structure: all entries
corresponding to non-neighboring time points are zero. By using this sparsity structure,
it is possible to calculate the higher-order terms in O(np4) time, where n is the number of
time points and p is the number of variables in the system.
A variance-stabilizing transformation is needed when the data times are separated by
many in-between time steps. In general it makes the integrals more accurate than when
untransformed. SLAM can be used with the basic Laplace term alone, or with the higher-
order terms. Higher-order terms make the integrals more accurate, but for the examples
tested, the parameter estimates are close to those found using the basic Laplace approxi-
mation.
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To evaluate speed and accuracy, SLAM was compared with two popular systems for
mixed models. Results for an infectious disease data set are equivalent to results from
Stan [STAN Development Team], the leading general-purpose Monte Carlo system, but
SLAM is much faster. There is also a well-implemented Laplace-based method, INLA [Rue
et al., 2009, Rue et al.], designed for hierarchical models and Gaussian Markov random
fields.
For random fields, INLA takes advantage of sparsity, but the higher-order terms still
take quadratic time. The special approximation introduced here can only be applied to
GMRFs on a line, not for other type covered by INLA. To compare INLA and SLAM,
we used an INLA demonstration data set (Tokyo rainfall by day of year). For repeats of
the Tokyo data, estimates are well within the CI for the two methods. INLA (with full
higher-order terms) is faster at 1100 data points but SLAM is faster beyond that. INLA
using simplified higher-order terms remains somewhat faster up to the largest set tested
(about 15000 data points).
3. METHODS
3.1. Markov process setup. The model has two stages: a Markov process for the true
values, and on top of that, measurements with noise. We assume that the Markov and
measurement likelihoods depend on parameters θ. We show how to define a marginalized
likelihood for θ. Maximizing the marginalized likelihood gives an estimate of θ.
In this paper we will use Latin indexes (“i”) to denote time points and matrix blocks.
We use Greek indexes (“α”) to denote individual vector and matrix entries. Each time
point has as one entry for every variable. This becomes important when analyzing the
blocking structure. We also use the summation convention for duplicated indexes (e.g.
vγ = AαβTαβγ means vγ =
∑
α,β AαβTαβγ .)
The Markov process has a vector value at each time point, denoted by yi at step i (time
ti). (We use y without an index to mean the entire realization, i.e., the concatenation
of the yi.) The system also has parameters θ that involved in the Markov process or
the measurement error. From the Markov process, at time ti+1 there is a conditional
probability density for yi+1, given the value of yi:
ftrans (yi+1|yi,θ) = exp
(− `trans (yi+1|yi,θ) )
so given the initial values y1, we have the overall conditional density for a realization y at
all time points:
fdyn (y|y1,θ) =
n−1∏
i=1
ftrans (yi+1|yi,θ)
If we have a prior pi(y1) we can define the probability of a realization:
fdyn(y|θ) = pi(y1)fdyn (y|y1,θ)
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Some of the time points have data. Let Idata be the set of their indexes. Call the data
values y∗i for i ∈ Idata. We assume that the data are independently generated with a
probability density depending on the true value and parameters:
fdata (y
∗
i |yi,θ) = exp
(− `data (y∗i |yi,θ) )
Depending on the system, the error could be measurement error from an instrument, or
from sampling error, or from some other source. The overall density of the given realization
and data is
f(y,y∗|θ) = pi(y1)
n−1∏
i=1
fdyn (yi+1|yi,θ)
∏
i∈Idata
fdata(y
∗
i |yi,θ)
This means that the pdf of y∗ given θ is given by
f (y∗|θ) =
∫
RN
pi(y1)
n−1∏
i=1
fdyn (yi+1|yi,θ)
∏
i∈Idata
fdata(y
∗
i |yi,θ)dNy
= exp
log pi(y1)− ∑
i∈Idata
`data (y
∗
i |yi,θ)−
n−1∑
i=1
`trans (yi+1|yi,θ)

Given pi(y1) it is possible to define a marginal likelihood for θ by integrating f (y
∗|θ)
over the latent true values. But in general, we don’t know pi(y1), and we use the improper
prior pi(y1) = 1. The integral is finite because of the multiplication by fdata which can be
thought of as a prior on the data points. This gives us the marginalized pseudolikelihood
M (θ) =
∫
RN
n−1∏
i=1
fdyn (yi+1|yi,θ)
∏
i∈Idata
fdata(y
∗
i |yi,θ)dNy
=
∫
RN
e−`(y)dNy
where
`(y) =
∑
i∈Idata
`data(y
∗
i |yi,θ) +
N−1∑
1
`trans (yi+1|yi,θ) .
This marginalized pseudolikelihood is what we will maximize to estimate θ.
3.2. Laplace approximation (basic and higher-order). In this subsection, we look
closely at how to get a good approximation for M . In addition, assume that `(y) has a
single peak at yˆ. Then we can expand around yˆ:
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y = yˆ + ε
M =
∫
RN
e−`(y)dNy
=
∫
RN
e−`(yˆ+ε)dNε
=
∫
RN
exp
(
−` (yˆ)− 1
2
`
(2)
αβ (yˆ) εαεβ −
1
3!
`
(3)
αβγ (yˆ) εαεβεγ −
1
4!
`
(4)
αβγλ (yˆ)− ...
)
dNε
= e−`(yˆ)
∫
RN
e−
1
2
Hαβεαεβ exp
(
− 1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ − 1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ − ...
)
dNε
where H is the Hessian of `(y) at yˆ, and T and F are the tensors of third and fourth
derivatives at yˆ.
We can think of ε as a Gaussian random variable, with precision matrix H, and this
integral is the expectation of a function of ε:
M = e−`(yˆ)(2pi)N/2|H|−1/2E
{
exp
(
− 1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ − 1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ − ...
)}
The expectation can be expanded and then approximated with an asymptotic series.
M ∝ E
{ ∞∑
r=0
(−)r 1
r!
(
1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ +
1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ + ...
)r}
= E
{
1−
(
1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ +
1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ + ...
)}
+
1
2!
(
1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ +
1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ + ...
)2
+ ...
}
∼ 1− E
(
1
3!
Tαβγεαεβεγ +
1
4!
Fαβγλεαεβεγελ + ...
)
+
1
2!
E
((
1
3!
)2
TαβγTλµνεαεβεγελεµεν + ...
)
− ...
∼ 1− 1
4!
FαβγλE (εαεβεγελ) +
1
2!
(
1
3!
)2
TαβγTλµνE (εαεβεγελεµεν) + ...
This series diverges, but the terms shown can produce a good approximation to M on
their own. A similar, often better approximation is given by a cumulant expansion for
log M [Shun and McCullagh, 1995, McCullagh, 1987], where the first higher-order terms
are the same as above, but the product is turned into a sum:
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log M ∼ −` (yˆ) + N
2
log (2pi)− 1
2
log|H|
− 1
4!
FαβγλE (εαεβεγελ)
+
1
2
(
1
3!
)2
TαβγTλµνE (εαεβεγελεµεν)
+ ...
= −` (yˆ) + N
2
log (2pi)− 1
2
log|H|+ IV + IIIa+ IIIb+ ...
where
IV = − 1
24
· 3FαβγλH−1αβH−1γλ
IIIa =
1
72
· 9H−1αβ TαβγH−1γλ TλµνH−1µν
IIIb =
1
72
· 6TαβγH−1αλH−1βµH−1γν Tλµν
We use the cumulant expansion, for log M , because the derivatives are simpler and
because in many cases it is more accurate [Shun and McCullagh, 1995].
Terms IIIa and IIIb involve the same tensors, but the sums are very different. In term
IIIa, as long as we have the near-diagonal entries of H−1, we can immediately convert the
third-order tensors into vectors vγ = H
−1
αβ Tαβγ . Then IIIa = v
TH−1v. In section 4 we
explain how to compute the near-diagonal entries in O(np3) time [Asif and Moura, 2005];
getting vTH−1v is even faster because H is block-tridiagonal.
Term IIIb is different and much more difficult. Each H−1 connects one mode of the first
T to a mode of the second T, and H−1 is full. This means that entries from one time
point of the first T are multiplied by entries from all other time points in the second T, not
just entries from the neighboring time points. This would seem to mean that IIIb requires
quadratic time (in n) to compute. The appendix shows how it can be done in linear time
by using power series and recurrence relations.
Graphically, the difference can be represented this way:
IIIa =
T TH−1
H−1 H−1
IIIb = T T
H−1
H−1
H−1
Here each line represents a contraction over two modes: one from each tensor, if there
are two, or two from a single tensor. This notation will be helpful later when doing more
complicated manipulations on term IIIb.
It is worth emphasizing that all three of these terms are invariant under linear transfor-
mations. If we make a change of variables y˜ = By, then
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∂
∂y˜
= B−1
∂
∂y
and the derivatives tensors (at the critical path) become
H˜αβ =
∂2`
∂y˜α∂y˜β
= HµνB
−1
µαB
−1
νβ H˜ = B
−THB−1
T˜αβγ = TµνρB
−1
µαB
−1
νβB
−1
ργ T˜ = (B
−T ⊗B−T ⊗B−T)(T)
F˜αβγλ = FµνρσB
−1
µαB
−1
νβB
−1
ργ B
−1
σλ F˜ = (B
−T ⊗B−T ⊗B−T ⊗B−T)(F)
Then the sum − 124 F˜αβγλH˜−1αβ H˜−1γλ is still equal to term IV, 972H˜−1αβ T˜αβγH˜−1γλ T˜λµνH˜−1µν is still
term IIIa, etc. In the simplified matrix and graphical notation, the transformation of T
and F can be written as
T˜ = TB−T
B−1
B−1
F˜ = F
B−T B−1
B−T B−1
In reality, both tensors are being multiplied symmetrically in all modes. The reason for
using transposes is because if a matrix is on the left side, its rows are multiplied, and if a
matrix is on the right side, its columns are multiplied. This is consistent with the usual
direction of matrix multiplication. Using the same convention will make things simpler in
the Appendix.
4. The Sparsity Structure and How to Use It
Take another look at the log likelihood `(y) (3.1). Each term in `data uses values from
one time point. Each term in `dyn uses values from two adjacent time points.
This means that if i is any time point, the blocks Hi,i, Hi,i+1, and Hi,i−1 can be nonzero.
For any other j, i.e. if |i − j| > 1, Hi,j = ∂2`∂yi∂yj = 0p×p. Such a matrix is called block-
tridiagonal (see figure 2).
Likewise, Ti,j,k is zero unless max(|i− j|, |j − k|, |i− k|) ≤ 1. And Fi,j,k,l is zero if any
of the
(
4
2
)
= 6 differences is greater than 1.
4.1. Setup, block-diagonals, block off-diagonals, levels. In this subsection we see
how to work with H, then apply that to computing IV and IIIa. The details for IIIb are
worked out in the appendix.
If yˆ is a true local minimum of `, then H has to be positive definite. This is crucial,
because we need the Cholesky decomposition for the calculation.
Here D is block-diagonal but not symmetric. In fact, D is lower-triangular. A is block
off-diagonal, level -1. This means that Ai,j can only be nonzero if i = j + 1.
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H =

P1 Q1
T 0 0
Q1 P2 Q2
T 0
0 Q2 P3 Q3
T
0 0 Q3 P4

= LLT,where
L =

D1 0 0 0
E1 D2 0 0
0 E2 D3 0
0 0 E3 D4

= D + E
= D
(
I + D−1E
)
= D
(
I−A)
Figure 1. Decomposition of H.
If X has level lX = 1, and Y has level lY = −2, then XY has level l = lX + lY = −1. The
third block of level XY is zero because Y has only 2 nonzero blocks.
XY =

0 X1 0 0
0 0 X2 0
0 0 0 X3
0 0 0 0


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Y1 0 0 0
0 Y2 0 0

=

0 0 0 0
X2Y1 0 0 0
0 X3Y2 0 0
0 0 0 0

Figure 2. Off-diagonal matrix multiplication
In general, the np×np matrix X is block off-diagonal, level l, if the blocks Xi,j 6= 0 only
when j = i+ l.
Block-off-diagonals have a raising and lowering property, demonstrated in Figure 2. If
X is block off-diagonal with level lX , and Y is block off-diagonal with level lY , then XY is
block off-diagonal with level lX + lY . “Raising the level by 1” happens when you multiply
on either size by a block off-diagonal matrix of level 1. “Lowering by 1” is the same as
“raising by -1”, which means multiplying by a block off-diagonal of level -1.
4.2. Computing near-diagonal elements of H−1. Moving on with the computation,
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H = D
(
I−A)(I−A)TDT
H−1 = D−T
(
I−A)−T(I−A)−1D−1
The power series for (I−A)−1 actually terminates because A is strictly lower-triangular.
So we can expand and group terms:
H = D−T
(∑
q≥0
ATq
)(∑
r≥0
Ar
)
D−1
= D−T
(∑
q≥0
∑
r≥0
ATqAr
)
D−1
The terms of the double sum can be grouped by level so as to give us the near-diagonal
levels of H−1. This results in an algorithm similar to the block-tridiagonal case of [Asif
and Moura, 2005].
Each term in the double sum has exactly one level, q − r. Now we will group the terms
by level. Break the sum into the two cases, q < r and q ≥ r:
∑
q≥0
∑
r≥0
ATqAr =
∑
r>q≥0
ATqAr +
∑
q≥r≥0
ATqAr
=
∑
µ>0,q≥0
ATqAq+µ +
∑
ν≥0,r≥0
AT(r+ν)Ar
=
∑
µ>0
(∑
q≥0
ATqAqAµ
)
+
∑
ν>0
(∑
r≥0
ATνATrAr
)
=
∑
µ>0
SAµ + S +
∑
ν>0
ATνS
where
S =
∑
q≥0
ATqAq.
Now we will show how to compute S in O(np3) time by a block matrix recurrence
relation.
Obviously,
S = I + ATSA
The map S → ATSA has a special property: each block of ATSA only depends on the
following block of S, and the last block of ATSA is zero.
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
0 A1
T · · · 0 0
0 0 A2
T 0 0
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 · · · 0 ATn−1
0 0 · · · 0 0
 ·

S1 0 · · · 0 0
0 S2 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · Sn−1 0
0 0 · · · 0 Sn
 ·

0 0 · · · 0 0
A1 0 · · · 0 0
... A2
. . .
...
...
0 0
. . . 0 0
0 0 · · · An−1 0

=

AT1 S2A1 0 · · · 0 0
0 AT2 S3A2 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · ATn−1SnAn−1 0
0 0 · · · 0 0

Because of this property, we can solve S = I + ATSA by a reverse iteration:
Sn = I
Sk = I + A
T
k Sk+1Ak
for k going from n− 1 down to 1.
This gives a total of O(n) block multiplications, each of which takes up to O(p3) flops
for total complexity O(np3). There may be special cases when there are less than O(p3)
flops per block, but that would be somewhat unusual because A is generated by a Cholesky
decomposition.
Having computed S, we now have
H−1 = D−T
(∑
µ>0
SAµ + S +
∑
ν>0
ATνS
)
D−1
We will never actually compute all the entries of H−1 – it is full and would need too
many flops. For terms IV and IIIa, we only need the block-tridiagonal part,
D−T
(
SA + S + ATS
)
D−1,
which has O(np2) entries and takes O(np3) time to compute.
4.3. Computing IV and IIIa. Term IV is simple: each nonzero element of F occurs
exactly once, and is multiplied by block-tridiagonal elements of H−1. F has O(np4) nonzero
terms, and the number of operations is clearly bounded by O(np4). It may be less if the
blocks of F are themselves sparse.
Term IIIa is slightly more complicated. The first part H−1αβ Tαβγ is comparable to term
IV: each nonzero element of T occurs once. This takes up to O(np3) time and returns a
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vector v with vγ = H
−1
αβ Tαβγ . Then term IIIa is proportional to vγH
−1
γλ vλ = v
TL−TL−1v =
||L−1v||2. Solving L−1v takes O(np2) time since L is triangular and block-banded.
5. Numerical Examples and Experiments
5.1. An Example: Poisson-Distributed Growth and the Need for Variance Sta-
bilization. Imagine a bacteria colony with a known rate of division per minute, θ. The
deterministic equation of growth would be
dy
dt
= θy
But we know that the process is not really deterministic, and that the bacteria count
and number of divisions are integers. So a reasonable model is that the number of divisions
over the short time ∆it is Poisson distributed with mean θyi∆it:
∆iy ∼ Poiss(θyi∆it)
E(∆iy) = V ar(∆iy) = θyi∆it
But SLAM can’t handle discrete variables directly: the Laplace approximation uses an
integral over the values of the yi. The obvious fix is to use the normal approximation to
the Poisson distribution:
∆iy ∼ N (θyi∆it, θyi∆it)
`trans(yi+1|yi) = 1
2
(
log(2piθyi∆it) +
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
)
`(y) =
∑
i∈Idata
`data(yi|y∗i ) +
1
2
∑
i<N
log(2piθyi∆it) +
1
2
∑
i<N
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
where e−`data(yi|y∗i ) is the data-based likelihood of yi given y∗i . For now we assume that
it peaks at y∗i .
Now we should be able to find the critical path yˆ that minimizes `(y), take derivatives,
and compute the various Laplace terms. And presumably, for small enough time steps,
this would give a good approximation to the stochastic differential equation.
Unfortunately, without a further tweak, even this simple example can fail precisely
because of using small time steps between the data points. If there are too many consecutive
time points between the data times, i.e. too many points without data, you can get the
problem shown in figure 3. Increasing N tends to drive yˆ lower and lower; if there are
enough points between data points, yˆ can approach zero for some time points.
This doesn’t just mean that the critical paths get ugly; they are actually getting farther
and farther from any realistic paths that the system might take. This is possible because
the probability density of the path is large for y close to zero, even though the total
12 JOHN TILLINGHAST
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Figure 3. Poisson bacterial count figure.
probability measure of that region is still quite small. The problem stops being good for a
Laplace-type approach.
Fortunately, there is a way around this problem. We start by identifying the reason for
it, then explain the solution for this example.
The explanation below is a heuristic, not a theorem, but it is based on actual observation.
Rearranging the expression for `(y), we get
`(y) =
1
2
∑
i<N
log(2pi∆it) +
∑
i∈Idata
`data(yi) +
1
2
∑
i<N
log(yi) +
1
2
∑
i<N
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
The first term is constant with respect to y and does not affect the minimization of `(y).
The next term is a data term: it only depends on yi at the data points, and it actually
increases when yi goes below from y
∗
i . So to understand the evolution of the critical path
with increasing N , we have to look to the other two terms.
The third term (the log(y) term) typically increases without bound as N → ∞. For
example, if there is a limiting path y(t), with evenly spaced time points,
∑
i<N log(yi) ∼
N〈log(y)〉 where 〈log(y)〉 is the mean of log y(t).
But the last term does not increase without bound. In practice,
1
2
∑
i<N
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
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behaves like a Riemann sum approaching its limiting value–an integral. This is because,
in practice, for ∆it small, ∆iy − θyi∆it ∼ O(∆it). (If all of the critical paths were along
the same smooth function y(t), then ∆iy− θyi∆it would be O(∆it2). This doesn’t happen
here because the yi come from critical paths for different partitions. Essentially this sum
behaves more like it would for a Brownian motion than for a smooth function.)
Using ∆iy − θyi∆it ∼ O(∆it), we get
N−1∑
i=1
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
∼
N−1∑
i=1
(O(∆it)
2)
θyi∆it
=
N−1∑
i=1
O(∆it)
if the yi are uniformly bounded below (uniformly for different N).
For this reason, as N →∞, the log-likelihood is dominated by the third term, the sum
over values of log yi. This is why the critical path keeps being pushed lower and lower in
order to minimize `.
This creates a problem: for accuracy with a continuous process, we may need small time
steps, but with small time steps we get this artifact. It arises because the variance of yi+1
depends on yi: a smaller yi gives a smaller variance, which gives a greater likelihood.
The solution is to make a change of variables in the integral. If we pick the right
transformation v = v(y), we can stabilize the variance of v and get a realistic critical path
to expand around. If vi = v(yi), and V ar(yi) = θyi∆it is small,
V ar(vi+1) ∼ v′(yi)2 · V ar(yi+1)
= v′(yi)2 · yi∆it
so we can stabilize the variance of v if
v′(y)2y = 1
v′(y)2 =
1
y
v′(y) =
1√
y
v = 2
√
y
So vi = 2
√
yi has stable variance. How does this affect the integral for M(θ) ?
If we let
F (y) =
1
2
∑
i
(∆iy − θyi∆it)2
θyi∆it
then
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Ldyn(y) ∝
(∏
i
1√
yi
)
e−F (y) = e−F (y)
(∏
i
1√
yi
)
and the marginalized likelihood is proportional to
∫
Ldata(y)e
−F (y)
( ∏
i<N
1√
yi
)
dNy =
∫
Ldata(y)e
−F (y) ∏
i<N
dyi√
yi
· dyN
=
∫
Ldata(y)e
−F (y)√yN
∏
i≤N
d (2
√
yi)
=
∫
Ldata
(
y(v)
)
e−F (y(v)) · vN
2
dNv
F is always positive, so e−F ≤ 1. Ldata is maximized when yi = y∗i . There is an
additional factor of vN , but realistically it cannot go to infinity as fast as Ldata and e
−F
go to zero for large vN .
That means that this integrand, unlike the pre-transformation integrand, is bounded
and has some reasonable critical path in terms of v.
5.2. SIR model. Our primary model for testing comes from infectious disease epidemiol-
ogy. One of the simplest widely-used models is the SIR model [Kermack and McKendrick,
1927]. There are three compartments, Susceptibles, Infected, and Recovered. At each
time step, some Susceptibles become Infected, and some Infected become Recovered. Two
parameters correspond to infectiousness (β) and speed of recovery (γ). The traditional
method of estimating these parameters uses the deterministic equations
dS
dt
= −βSI
dI
dt
= βSI − γI
dR
dt
= γI
The assumptions behind this are simple:
(1) new infections are proportional to contacts between susceptible and infected;
(2) new recoveries are proportional to the number infected.
Assumption (2) is memoryless, which is not very realistic, but is often adequate [Ander-
son and May, 1991].
To convert this to a stochastic model, we treat new infections at time i (νIi) and new
recoveries at time i (νRi) as independent Poisson variables with means given by the deter-
ministic model:
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µIi = EνIi = βSiIi∆it
νIi ∼ Pois(βSiIi∆it)
µRi = EνRi = γIi∆it
νRi ∼ Pois(γIi∆it)
As with the bacterial colony, we use the normal approximation:
νIi ∼ N (µIi, µIi)
νRi ∼ N (µRi, µRi)
∆iS = −νIi
∼ N (−µIi, µIi)
∆iI = νIi − νRi
= −∆iS − νRi
∼ N (−∆iS − µRi, µRi)
We assume the measurement error is lognormal with a third parameter, σ:
Ldata(S, I|σ) =
∏
i∈Idata
1
2piσ2S∗i I
∗
i
exp
(
−1
2
log(Si/S
∗
i )
2
σ2
)
exp
(
−1
2
log(Ii/I
∗)2
σ2
)
The dynamical part of the likelihood is
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Ldyn(S, I|β, γ) =
n−1∏
i=1
1√
2piµIi
exp
(
−1
2
(∆iS + µIi)
2
µIi
)
· 1√
2piµRi
exp
(
−1
2
(∆iI + ∆iS + µRi)
2
µRi
)
= (2pi)−N/2
n−1∏
i=1
1√
µIiµRi
exp
(
− F (Si, Ii, Si+1, Ii+1|β, γ,∆it)
)
where
F (Si, Ii, Si+1, Ii+1) =
1
2
(∆iS + µIi)
2
µIi
1
2
(∆iI + ∆iS + µRi)
2
µRi
so
Ldyn = (2pi)
−N/2 exp
(
−
n−1∑
i
F (Si, Ii, Si+1, Ii+1)
) n−1∏
i=1
1√
µIiµRi
= (2pi)−N/2e−Fall(S,I)
n−1∏
i=1
1√
βSiIi∆it · γIi∆it
=
(2pi)−N/2√
βγ
e−Fall(S,I)
n−1∏
i=1
1√
Si · Ii∆it
As with the bacteria model §5.1, the critical path often gets artifacts for small time steps
and the approximation can be poor. So we rewrite the differential as
Ldyn d
nS dnI ∝ exp(−Fall)
n−1∏
i=1
dSi dIi√
SiIi∆it
· dSndIn
∝ exp(−Fall)
n−1∏
i=1
dSi√
Si
dIi
Ii
so we want to pick transformed variables vS and vI such that
dvS ∝ dS√
S
, dvI ∝ dI
I
If we take
vS = 2
√
S, vI = log(I)
then our integral avoids the artifacts explained in §5.1.
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5.3. Comparison with Rstan on British Boarding School data. Stan [STAN Devel-
opment Team] is a tool for doing Bayesian statistics using Hybrid Monte Carlo estimation.
Among other things, it can estimate Bayesian posteriors for parameters in very general
models, which can be specified with an easy-to-use general model language.
This makes Stan a natural check for the approximation methods in SLAM. The proba-
bilistic model in §5.2 was defined in Stan as well as SLAM, and used to estimate parameters
for a classic data set [Murray, 2002]. The purpose is to verify that the estimates comes out
similar, but that SLAM can make the calculations more quickly because of the approxima-
tion. The posterior median given by Stan is not identical to the maximum marginalized
likelihood estimate given by SLAM. However, for small variances, we expect them to be
close.
The results are shown in the table below along with the corresponding results from
SLAM. The test data set comes from an influenza infection at a British boarding school [Mur-
ray, 2002]. Initial guesses for β and γ are set equal to Murray’s deterministic estimates.
The initial guess for σ (the measurement error parameter) is arbitrarily set to 0.1.
Figure 4 shows the estimates of the course of infection given by SLAM, Stan, and the
deterministic ODEs, given their estimated parameter values. The deterministic model
suggests that the epidemic could not end as quickly as it did. Stan and SLAM can follow
the data more closely using the stochastic model from §5.2. The Stan and SLAM paths are
very similar, but we don’t expect them to be identical because Stan is showing posterior
means while SLAM is showing a overall maximum likelihood estimate.
Figure 4. Comparison of Stan and SLAM predictions. The deterministic
prediction follows the exact ODEs using the best fit values of β and γ
provided by Murray. Stan shows a posterior mean, while SLAM uses a
maximum likelihood path.
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β γ σ Time
Deterministic (Murray) 2.18× 10−3 0.440 –
Stan CI Low 2.13× 10−3 0.462 0.092
Stan posterior median 2.48× 10−3 0.518 0.194 61.3 s
SLAM basic 2.47× 10−3 0.519 0.175 1.7 s
SLAM higher order 2.47× 10−3 0.519 0.176 4.5 s
Stan CI High 2.94× 10−3 0.601 0.400
Table 1. SIR model results.
Table 1 shows the results of the test. As expected, the parameter estimates from Stan
and SLAM are very similar. For β and γ, the differences are negligible. For σ the Stan
and SLAM estimates are within a fraction of the CI, or about 10% of the value. But for
this problem, compared with Stan, basic SLAM was about 35 times faster than Stan, and
higher-order SLAM was more than 13 times faster.
For this test, Rstan 2.8.0 was run in R 3.2.2, using 4 chains of length 2000 each, with
options set to maximize speed (multicore, optimized compilation). Different versions of
Stan code for the model were tested. Surprisingly, the fastest version used unvectorized
code.
5.4. Comparison with INLA on Tokyo rain data. INLA [Rue et al., 2009, Rue et al.]
is an R package which also uses Laplace approximations to compute integrals and estimate
parameters, but for a different class of problems (Gaussian Markov Random Fields [Rue
and Held, 2005]). GMRFs on a line can be analyzed by both INLA and SLAM. INLA also
uses sparsity, but the higher-order terms are calculated in a simpler (and more general)
way which takes quadratic time and memory in the number of nodes. Therefore SLAM,
with a linear-time algorithm for the higher-order terms, should be faster for sufficiently
large GMRFs on a line. These experiments show that this is true for repeats of the Tokyo
data set [Martino and Rue, 2009] from the INLA package.
The Tokyo data set looks at Tokyo rainfall from the start of 1983 to the end of 1984.
Each row of Tokyo gives a calendar day (e.g. January 28) and the number of times it rained
on that day in either 1983 or 1984. For obvious reasons this count is always 2 except for
February 29 (from 1984). The top few rows are presented in Table 2.
i ni yi
1 2 0
2 2 0
3 2 1
4 2 1
5 2 0
Table 2. Initial rows of Tokyo rain data.
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Here i is the calendar date (e.g. 1 is January 1), ni is the number of times that date
occurred, and yi is the number of rain days for that date.
In the INLA manual [Martino and Rue, 2009], the Tokyo data set is analyzed using
INLA with a second-order random walk model ( Rue and Held [2005], section 3.4.1). For
each date i, the chance of rain is assumed to be some pi, so the chance of yi rain days for
that date is
(
ni
yi
)
pyii (1−pi)ni−yi . The second-order random walk is over xi = log(pi/(1−pi),
so ` for given λ is
`(x|λ) =
N∑
i=1
(
− yixi + ni log(1 + exi)
)
+
1
2
N−2∑
i=1
(
− log λ+ λ
∆it
(xi+2 − 2xi+1 + xi)2
)
After slight modifications1 we compared the behavior and performance of INLA and
SLAM.
In order to adjust the size of the data set, we simply repeated the data set k times, e.g.,
for k=2 there are 732 data points instead of 366 and yi+366 = yi.
By default, INLA uses an approximation to the higher order terms which is easier to
compute (strategy=‘simplified.laplace’). To get the full higher order Laplace terms, as used
by SLAM, we set INLA strategy = ‘laplace’.
After running both packages on Tokyo, the estimates are not identical but are very
similar, especially for the larger data sets (see figures). The most important results here
have to do with run time and especially memory use. For k up to 3, INLA is faster. At
k=4 (N ∼ 1.5 × 103), SLAM becomes faster. The relative difference grows as shown in
figure 6.
The SSE for the simplified Laplace is several times larger than for INLA full or for
SLAM. This is almost entirely due to greater error near the ends of the year (1 and 366).
The expected number of rain days over the year is
∑
i nipˆi and the observed number of
rain days is
∑
i yi. For SLAM these are equal to at least four digits. This probably means
that, under some conditions, the method forces them to be equal. For now we make no
suggestion why.
Lastly, in this example we had to introduce a variable xˆ′ which is supposed to be the
time derivative of the linear predictor x. We forced xˆ′ to be close to the true derivative by
adding a large penalty for any difference between xˆ′i and ∆ix/∆it. These results show that
it is (sometimes) possible to use SLAM for a constrained system using this simple trick.
1Three modifications were made in order to work around features that are not yet present in the SLAM
code.
1. SLAM doesn’t take second derivatives, so an extra variable xˆ′i is added which is forced to be nearly
equal to the true x′(ti). Then the usual RW2 penalty is given in terms of
∑
i(∆ixˆ
′)2.
2. INLA has an option “cyclic” which forces the function to be periodic. SLAM does not currently have
such an option. Therefore cyclic is set to FALSE for INLA. Happily, the predicted functions are nearly
periodic.
3. The Tokyo data set covers 1983-84, so ni = 2 for all dates except February 29. For Feb. 29 ni = 1
because only 1984 was a leap year. For now, it was necessary to set ni = 2 for February 29 for both
programs. Think of it as a recording error.
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Figure 5. Comparison of INLA estimates, the means and ranges.
Figure 6. Comparison of INLA and SLAM run times.
6. Discussion
We have shown how to efficiently compute a higher-order Laplace approximation for
functional integrals on time. This can be used to define a marginalized pseudolikelihood for
differential equation systems involving randomness. In turn, these approximate marginal-
ized likelihoods can be maximized in order to estimate parameters of the system, such as
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Figure 7. Linear predictors.
infectiousness of a disease, or a good roughness parameter for a smoothing problem. This
approximation is implemented in the MATLAB package SLAM. SLAM is compared on
real data against two leading packages which also estimate/predict parameters according
to a fully Bayesian system or mixed model. As predicted, the time needed for SLAM
seems to grow linearly. Compared with either package, for medium-sized data sets using
higher-order terms, SLAM produces equivalent results in far less time. This is especially
interesting given that both Stan and INLA use compiled, optimized code. Finally, for some
problems, if higher-order terms are used then SLAM is able to process significantly larger
data sets than INLA.
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8. Appendix: Calculation of Term IIIb in linear time
8.1. Tensor levels. This shows how to compute term IIIb in O(np4) time. This is possible
because of the raising and lowering principle described in section 4. A similar concept
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applies to block tensors. A tensor of order 3, X, is block off-diagonal with level (l1, l2, l3) if
every nonzero block Xi1,i2,i3 has i1−l1 = i2−l2 = i3−l3. In other words, X is level (l1, l2, l3)
if it is block off-diagonal and includes the block (l1, l2, l3). Levels are an equivalence class:
level (l1, l2, l3) is the same as level (l1 + ∆l, l2 + ∆l, l3 + ∆l) for any integer ∆l.
The levels of a third-order block tensor are shifted when powers of A or AT are applied
to the modes. Our T is a sum of a handful of block-diagonal and block off-diagonal levels.
To compute IIIb, we find the combinations of powers of A and AT which connect the levels
of the first T with the levels of the second T. The grouping is more complicated than for
computing the near-diagonals of H−1, but is similar in spirit.
Suppose have a single-level matrix B and a single-level tensor Tmono with level (l1, l2, l3).
If B is level lB, then the new tensor (B⊗ I⊗ I)(Tmono) is also block off-diagonal, but with
level (l1+lB, l2, l3). The next observation is critical: if B is applied to every mode of Tmono,
the result (B⊗B⊗B) (Tmono) is the same exact level as Tmono.
8.2. A simplifying coordinate transformation. As we discussed in section 8, we can
write term IIIb more simply by making a coordinate transformation:
T T =
D−TH˜−1D−1
D−TH˜−1D−1
D−TH˜−1D−1
T˜ T˜
H˜−1
H˜−1
H˜−1
where
T˜ = (D−T ⊗D−T ⊗D−T)(T).
D is block-diagonal with block size p, so the coordinate transformation takes O(np4)
time.
To continue, we will use the series
H˜−1 = S
∑
µ>0
Aµ + S +
∑
ν>0
ATνS
We simplify this by making a second block-diagonal coordinate transformation to eliminate
S. Note that S is block-diagonal and symmetric because each of its terms ATqAq is block-
diagonal and symmetric. S is also positive definite, since I is positive definite and every
ATqAq is semidefinite. So if we define C to be the (upper!) Cholesky decomposition
S = CTC. Then C−TS = C, SC−1 = CT and C−TSC−1 = I. Now we can make the
coordinate transformation
y→ C−1y, Hˆ = CTH˜C
from which
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Hˆ−1 = C−TH˜−1C−1
= C−T
(
S
∑
µ>0
Aµ + S +
∑
ν>0
ATνS
)
C−1
= C−T
(
S
∑
µ>0
Aµ
)
C−1 + I + C−T
(∑
ν>0
ATνS
)
C−1
The first and third terms are transposes of each other. Let’s look at the first term alone.
C−T
(
S
∑
µ>0
Aµ
)
C−1 = C
(∑
µ>0
Aµ
)
C−1
=
∑
µ>0
(
CAµC−1
)
=
∑
µ>0
Aˆµ
with Aˆ = C−1AC. At last,
Hˆ−1 =
∑
µ>0
Aˆµ + I +
∑
ν>0
AˆTν
=
∑
µ≥0
Aˆµ +
∑
ν≥0
AˆTν − I
= A+AT − I
where A = ∑µ≥0 Aˆ.
8.3. Statement of Results.
IIIb = 2〈Tˆ,S(Tˆ)〉
+ 6〈Tˆ,
(
I⊗ (I + Aˆ + Aˆ2)⊗ (Aˆ + Aˆ2)
)
(S(Tˆ))〉
+ 6〈Tˆ,
(
(I + Aˆ)⊗ Aˆ⊗ AˆT
)
(Tˆ)〉
− 〈Tˆ, Tˆ〉
where 〈P,Q〉 = PαβγQαβγ
and S(Tˆ) is defined as
S(Tˆ) =
∑
q≥0
(
Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq
)
(Tˆ).
S(Tˆ) can be computed in O(np4) time, and so can the whole sum.
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8.4. How to expand the sum and group the terms. Let’s start by defining a more
compact notation.
XY
Z
 = Tˆ Tˆ
X
Y
Z
This has the properties of multilinearity and symmetry under permutation:
W + XY
Z
 =
WY
Z
+
XY
Z
λXY
Z
 = λ
XY
Z
XY
Z
 =
YX
Z
 =
YZ
X

Furthermore, if all the matrices are transposed, then you get the same value:
XY
Z
 =

XT
YT
ZT

Multilinearity and permutation symmetry mean that we can expand our bracket of sums
in the same way as with a product of sums.
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
A+AT − I
A+AT − I
A+AT − I
 =
AAA
+

AT
AT
AT

+ 3

A
A
AT
+ 3
A
T
AT
A

− 3
AA
I
− 3
A
T
AT
I
− 6

A
I
AT

+ 3
AI
I
+ 3
A
T
I
I

−
II
I

Combining transposes lets us group the terms together further:

A+AT − I
A+AT − I
A+AT − I
 = 2
AAA

+ 6

A
A
AT
− 6
AA
I
− 6

A
I
AT
+ 6
AI
I

−
II
I

= 2
AAA
+ 6

A
A
AT − I
− 6

A
I
AT − I
−
II
I

= 2
AAA
+ 6

A
A− I
AT − I
−
II
I

The calculation of
II
I
 is trivial: it’s just 〈Tˆ, Tˆ〉. The other two involve grouping the tiny
minority of nonzero subterms in the first two terms. The principle to remember is that
none of the nonzero levels are more than two apart in any of the 3 modes. This means
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that

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs
 = 0 if any of |q− r|, |q− s|, |r− s| are more than 2, and

Aˆq
Aˆr
AˆTs
 = 0 if either
q + s or r + s is greater than 2. Taking the middle term first,

A
A− I
AT − I
 =

I + Aˆ + Aˆ2 + ...
Aˆ + Aˆ2 + ...
Aˆ + AˆT2 + ...

=

I + Aˆ
Aˆ
AˆT


A
A− I
AT − I
 =

∑
q≥0 Aˆ
q∑
r>0 Aˆ
r∑
s>0 Aˆ
Ts

=
∑
q≥0
∑
r>0
∑
s>0

Aˆq
Aˆr
AˆTs

=
∑
s>0
2−s∑
q=0
2−s∑
r=1

Aˆq
Aˆr
AˆTs

All terms have power r, s ≥ 1. But this implies that the only nonzero terms have q, r, s ≤ 1.
If q were greater than 1, we would have q + s > 1 + s ≥ 2. r ≤ 1 for similar reasons. And
if s were greater than 1 we would have s+ r > 1 + r ≥ 2. Consequently, this triply-infinite
sum reduces to

A
A− I
AT − I
 =
1∑
q=0
1∑
r=1
1∑
s=1

Aˆq
Aˆr
AˆTs
 =

I + Aˆ
Aˆ
AˆT
 .
Finally, we reach the first sum, which is also the most complicated:
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AAA
 = ∑
q≥0
∑
r≥0
∑
s≥0

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs

=
∑
q=r=s

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs
+ 3 ∑
q=r<s

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs
+ 3 ∑
q<r=s

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs
+ 6 ∑
q<r<s

Aˆq
Aˆr
Aˆs

=
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq
+ 3∑
q≥0
(
Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq+1
+

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq+2

)
+ 3
∑
q≥0
(
Aˆq
Aˆq+1
Aˆq+1
+

Aˆq
Aˆq+2
Aˆq+2

)
+ 6
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq+1
Aˆq+2

=
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq
+ 3∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq+1 + Aˆq+2
+ 3∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq+1 + Aˆq+2
Aˆq+1 + Aˆq+2

=
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq
+ 3∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq + Aˆq+1 + Aˆq+2
Aˆq+1 + Aˆq+2

=
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq
+ 3∑
q≥0

Aˆq
(I + Aˆ + Aˆ2)Aˆq
(Aˆ + Aˆ2)Aˆq

Using
S(Tˆ) =
∑
q≥0
(
Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq
)
(Tˆ)
then these terms become
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
Aˆq
Aˆq
 = 〈Tˆ,S(Tˆ)〉
∑
q≥0

Aˆq
(I + Aˆ + Aˆ2)Aˆq
(Aˆ + Aˆ2)Aˆq
 = 〈Tˆ,(I⊗ (I + Aˆ + Aˆ2)⊗ (Aˆ + Aˆ2))(S(Tˆ))〉
Putting the whole expression together,
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IIIb =

A+AT − I
A+AT − I
A+AT − I

= 2
AAA
+ 6

A
A− I
AT − I
−
II
I

= 2
(
〈Tˆ,S(Tˆ)〉+ 3〈Tˆ,
(
I⊗ (I + Aˆ + Aˆ2)⊗ (Aˆ + Aˆ2)
)
(S(Tˆ))〉
)
+ 6

I + Aˆ
Aˆ
AˆT
−
II
I

Like the computation in near-diags there is a simple, linear recurrence relation for S(Tˆ).
First, S(Tˆ) solves a linear equation:
S(Tˆ) = Tˆ +
∑
q>0
(
Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq ⊗ Aˆq
)
(Tˆ)
= Tˆ +
(
Aˆ⊗ Aˆ⊗ Aˆ
)
(S(Tˆ))
In block notation, this gives us a recurrence relation similar to ??. This is a forward
recurrence instead of backwards because of
S(Tˆ)ijk = Tˆijk +
∑
i′j′k′
(
Aˆii′ ⊗ Aˆjj′ ⊗ Aˆkk′
)
(S(Tˆ)i′j′k′)
= Tˆijk if i=1 or j=1 or k=1
= Tˆijk +
(
Aˆi,i−1 ⊗ Aˆj,j−1 ⊗ Aˆk,k−1
)
(S(Tˆ)i−1,j−1,k−1) otherwise
The recurrence is forward instead of backward because we chose to use
∑
q>0
(
Aˆq⊗Aˆq⊗
Aˆq
)
(Tˆ) rather than
∑
q>0
(
AˆTq ⊗ AˆTq ⊗ AˆTq
)
(Tˆ) for the main sum. Each successive
block of S(Tˆ) is computed in terms of a known block of Tˆ and (if present) the previous
block of S(Tˆ) from the same level. There are 7 block levels, the number of blocks per level
is O(n), and the number of operations in a matrix-times-block operation is O(p4), so the
complexity of finding S(Tˆ) is O(np4).
The computation can be accelerated by separating the levels of Tˆ and making greater
use of symmetry, but it will still be O(np4).
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